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Recall:
• What is a galaxy?

• Large collection of 
gravitationally bound stars, 
gas, dust, and dark matter

• Milky Way:
• Mtotal = 15 x 1011 M☉
• Mbaryonic = 1.2 x 1011 M☉
• Therefore ~ 90% dark 

matter
• This is a typical value!

Sparke and Gallagher, Galaxies in the Universe: An Introduction (2nd Edition), Figure 1.8 pg. 26

Milky Way 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First things first, let’s just reacquaint ourselves with what exactly a galaxy is. Basically, a galaxy is a big collection of stars, gas, dust, and (usually) dark matter that’s all gravitationally bound. Milky way is a good example of a galaxy, and it’s the one we’re probably all the most familiar with. A schematic of the milky way is shown, and this is a pretty good picture of what a galaxy is made of and how it’s structured. So you can see a halo, which is basically where all of the dark matter is. There are some baryonic features in the halo, such as globular clusters (large groups of stars), but most of the baryonic matter is in a compact disc in the center of this halo. Additionally, when we observe the milky way, we estimate that about 90% of the total matter should be dark. This is a pretty typical value, and we see values close to this in most galaxies. 



Motivation
• Recently discovered galaxies 

with no dark matter
• Van Dokkum et al. 2018: NGC1052–DF2
• Van Dokkum et al. 2019: NGC1052—DF4 

• Raised some questions:
• How common are these galaxies?
• How are these galaxies formed?
• What are their common 

properties?

NGC 1052-DF2 
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http://hubblesite.org/image/4139/gallery
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Presentation Notes
However, this may not be true for all galaxies. Recently, Van Dokkum et al. in 2018 discovered NGC 1052-DF2, the first galaxy (we think) that has virtually no dark matter. -Note: still being debated, but that’s besides the point (at least for my research). -theoretically, these galaxies are possible using the cosmology we have-details are still unknown (how common, how they are formed, what they look like)



Galaxy Simulations 
• Observations are 

difficult, so we use 
simulations:

• Look at number density 
of  galaxy populations

• Look at formation 
histories

http://www.tng-project.org/media/

Visualization of the stellar structure in 
the Illustris TNG100-1 simulation
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Presentation Notes
Observations = limited by distance, brightness of objects, and can’t see the history of a galaxySimulations can help! 

http://www.tng-project.org/media/


Formation – what do we know?
• External Formation (Ploeckinger

et al. 2017, Haslbauer et al. 2018)

• Form from pre-existing 
galaxies

• Galaxies merge
• Tidal forces eject gas and stars 
• Ejected material unable to 

capture dark matter
• Result: dark matter deficient 

galaxy

External Formation

𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅 (𝒛𝒛 = 𝟎𝟎)

Time
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Ploeckinger et al. 2017
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Galaxies with abundant dark matter merge, tidal forces caused by interaction and cause this dark matter to get stripped away over time. Start out with ratios of dark matter to stellar matter we would expect (80% dark matter), and end up with very low dark matter after the merger event. In situ: A clump of gas starts out just close enough to a massive galaxy, in the dark matter halo. However! just because it is in this dark matter halo, it isn’t interacting with the dark matter and the dark matter isn’t bound to the smaller halo. As a result, it never gets the chance to accrete or capture any dark matter, so it quickly forms stars from the initial clump of gas, and that is it’s total mass.



My Project
• Build on past research using newer Illustris TNG simulations
• Focus: determine some common properties of dm-deficient 

galaxies to help guide observational expectations

www.tng-project.org/movies/tng/tng300_100_layers_dm_gastemp_bfield.mp4
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http://www.tng-project.org/movies/tng/tng300_100_layers_dm_gastemp_bfield.mp4


Illustris TNG Simulations

• Illustris-1 (Old):
• Resolution: 2×18203

particles
• Lbox=  75 cMpc h-1

• Mbaryon = 1.6x106 M☉
• Mdm = 6.3x106 M☉

• TNG 100-1 (New):
• Resolution: 2x18203

particles
• Lbox = 75 cMpc h-1

• Mbaryon = 1.4x106 M☉
• Mdm = 7.5x106 M☉

Springel, Volker. MNRAS 401 (2) (2010), pp. 791-851. 
Visualization of particles in 
the simulation

Visualization of gas 
particles in the 
simulation
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TNG Collaboration – www.tng-project.org
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Presentation Notes
Here, there are specs for three resolutions: the older Illustris-1, and the newer TNG 50 and TNG 300. It’s unclear which of the newer simulations I will use because there are pros and cons to each. Specs:Resolution: number of particles. Note! Particles are not individual atoms, they are just chunks of either dark matter or baryonic matter that we trace through time. These chunks are very large! The smallest resolvable mass is given for the baryonic mass and the dark matter mass for each simulation. (talk about each one). Length: think about simulation as a ‘box’. You start out with some initial conditions, aka a certain number of dark matter and baryonic matter (gas). Throughout time, we trace this matter. TNG simulations: compare them, talk about pros and cons.



My Results
Illustris TNG100

Total 
Galaxies

126,254 79,068

DM-
Deficient 
Galaxies

177 3,438

Percent 
DM-
Deficient

0.14% 4.34%
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Now that we’ve discussed the specs of the simulations, let’s get into some of the analysis. First, we have to determine what exactly is a galaxy. So the program identifies subhalos, which are basically massive clumps of particles that may or may not be galaxies. For example, it could be entirely dark matter or it could be a substructure of a larger, bigger galaxy. So we have to check and ensure that we are only working with galaxies first. To ensure it isn’t a substructure of a bigger galaxy, we check the distance from the most massive nearby subhalo and the subhalo we are interested in. If it is greater than two times the stellar half mass radius, we’re good. Note: stellar half mass radius defines the radius of a spherical shell that would enclose half of the subhalo’s total stellar mass. We also check to ensure it has enough stars to be considered a galaxy; that is, more than 20 star particles and more than 10^7 solar masses.Talk about graph. 



Analyzing DM Deficient Galaxies

Metallicity: fraction 
of all elements heavier 
than He

Z = 𝑀𝑀>𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Current progress: analyzing different properties of these DM-deficient galaxies
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DM Deficient Galaxies:
• Form from pre-existing 

galaxies, therefore 
already metal enriched

• Result: higher 
metallicity than normal



Distance Distribution
• Host galaxy:

• Closest galaxy with the 
most mass

• Where do we expect DM-
deficient galaxies in relation 
to the host?

• Closer…
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Summary
Goal: Identify galaxies in simulations 
with no dark matter

• Motivation: NGC1052-DF2
• How common are they?
• How do they form?
• Common properties?

Moving Forward:
• Continue working on project
• Focus on histories of subhalos
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Illustris vs. Illustris-TNG

Stellar content from redshift z=1.3 to z=0
(z=0 corresponds to present day)

http://www.tng-
project.org/movies/tng/tng100_vs_illustris_sb0_stars_1080p.mp4

Illustris-1 Illustris TNG100-1

http://www.tng-project.org/movies/tng/tng100_vs_illustris_sb0_stars_1080p.mp4


And of course…
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